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SEHIE PARK
In [lJ, T. Hu and G.-S. Yang obtained the following
THEOREM. SuPPOse f is a continuous nwpping which nwps the closed interval [0, 1]
into itself, and A= (aal<) is a stahle iteration nuztrlx, then for any XlE [0. IJ, the
generalized iteration sequence {v,,} converges to a fixed point of f on [0, 1J.
Here, a stable iteration matrix A= (aal<) is an infinite lower triangular matrix such
that
(l)
(2)
(3)
and {x..} and {v..}
ad :2:: 0, r;:"laal< = 1,
Hrn a.... = 0, liro aal< = 0, k = 1,2,"" and
,._00 .-co
a..+l.1: = (l-a,,+l ...+l)aal< for k = 1,2•...• n
are defined inductively by
v.. = L::"l am.Xh X ..+l = fv.., n=:.l, 2, '" [2J.
Jp this note, Theorem of Hu and Yang is aetuallya simple consequence of the follo-
wing
PROPOSITION ([3]. Corollary 3. 1). Let f be a continuous selfmap of a compact inter-
val I, and {x,,} a sequence in I such that v..+lEv,,(fv,,) for all nEw. Then
(l) V..-V,,+1~°iff Iv..} converges, and
(2) v..- fv" ~ 0 iJf {v,,} converges to a fixed point of f.
Here, - denotes the closed interval joining two points.
Note that the stable iteration matrix A= (ad) in Theorem is regular. Hence, A
maps every convergent sequence into a convergent sequence with invariant limit in the
sense that if XI: ~ I, then r;.t:laUXk~ I (cf. [4J).
Proof of Theorem. Since IV"+1-V.. I:S;a..+h "+1~' {v..} converges to some voE [0, 1]
by Proposition (l). Therefore, xi=f(vk-l)~fvo from the continuity of f. Since A is
regular, -0,,= r;:=la..iXk~ fvo. Hence, vo=fvo.
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